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dropdown list. i think i need to use a query variable but that
seems to be the way to go, but i just don't know how to go about

it. a: i would suggest using a query parameter in your reports.
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example of the query for your use case, but i have assumed
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paramter2): select * from dbo.mytable where paramter1 =? and
paramter2 =? an example of how this would be used in a report
is shown below: the expression used is set on the text box. you

can also put this in the dataset and use the expression to set the
values for the drop down: select * from dbo.mytable where

paramter1 =? and paramter2 =? send me email updates about
messages i've received on the site and the latest news from the

cafemom team.by signing up, you certify that you are female
and accept the terms of service and have read the privacy

policy. if your mom is making you crazy, why do you need to
have a baby? i think i would be like the spoiled brat in the

situation you speak of, but i'm also not sure. i just am that way. i
don't want to be a brat, but my mom always has to have the last
word and i'm sick of it. i also love my mom and am very close to

her and it's like she doesn't ever learn. i really want to have a
baby, but i know that if i have a baby i'm going to be all this way.
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